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The Concrete Revolution
XIAOLU GUO, WRITER, PRODUCER, DIRECTOR

CHOICES, INC., 2004

CHINESE WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES, 16:9 LETTERBOX, 61 MINUTES

REVIEWED BY LIANG LUO

“T his is a personal film set
in a political landscape.
Twenty-first century

China is the character, and Beijing is
the battlefield of a fast changing histo-
ry,” says director Xiaolu Guo of The
Concrete Revolution, in her director’s
statement that is part of the DVD’s spe-
cial features. The documentary’s 
intimate female voice-over pays
homage to the personal essay film style
of Chris Marker, whom Guo also men-

tions in her statement. Indeed, the film promises much more than a
feminine narrative about personal displacement. It attempts to tell 
a grand story of national and political importance—of migrant con-
struction workers and their shadowy lives in a grand new Beijing. 

The climax of this poetic anti-narrative essay-documentary is
when one of the construction workers cries on camera. The story
behind the emotional display in front of the “candid camera” is an
old one: a poor peasant from the countryside comes to the nation’s
capital to work as a manual laborer (for the 2008 Beijing Olympics)
in order to support his wife and two children. He cries, not because
he shares the interviewer’s deep concern for the old buildings, nor
for her philosophical musings on the irony latent in any “develop-
mental state of mind”—he cries because the construction company
has not paid him for months, and he needs the money to buy seeds
for the coming spring. “You are nothing without money in this 
society,” said the man who cries on camera. 

Another male figure that dominates the screen is the young and
handsome intermediary between the big construction company 
and the construction workers. When asked for his home province, he
answers Jiangxi, while director Guo immediately associates it with
the Jiangxi Soviet, the communist base active in the 1930s in the
same province. Guo’s politicization of the rather apolitical world-
view of her interviewees intensifies the humanistic concern of the
film, and somewhat shifts its humanistic concern away from 
the more profane concerns of the migrant workers themselves.  

Through her poetic storytelling, just as in her novel Village of
Stone (Random House, 2004), Guo makes possible an impressively
personal portrayal of a national problem. But where she succeeds,
she also fails. The human touch seems so personal that it feels 
arbitrary, so poetic that it feels not concrete. Viewers who hunger for
“a bigger picture” would wonder how much time she spent in Bei-
jing, and how long it took to research and film this ambitious project. 

How concrete is The Concrete Revolution? How concrete is 
the narrative and its representation of the construction workers? Why



the rather short-sighted constant references to Mao and the Communist
Revolution? One Scandinavian restoration architect who viewed the
film is puzzled by the focus on destroying the old to develop the new.
Aggressive urban reconstruction is nothing new in the European and
global context and is certainly not a creation of the Chinese Commu-
nist Party. A focus on the 2008 Olympics might be more effective, but
that focus soon is replaced by the economic exploration of migrant
workers by the big construction companies, and that again is quickly
replaced by the youthful uncertainty reflected through the young and
handsome intermediary with whom the director quickly identified. In
the end, one wonders, who is the character in this documentary—
“Twenty-first century China” as Director Guo claims, or the director
herself?

That being said, Director Guo should be commended 
for her insightful and poetic portrayal of an important social 
phenomenon concerning migrant laborers and their fate in contempo-
rary China. The intimate human touch of this documentary 
provides a moving representation of Chinese reality. It will be a wel-
come addition to the university classroom and to the general 
public to improve our understanding about contemporary China, 
and especially about peasant migrant laborers and urban reconstruc-
tion issues. A guidebook is available on the Choices, 
Inc. Web site at https://www.choicesvideo.net/guidebooks/ 
Concreteguidebook.pdf. n

LIANG LUO received her M.A. in Comparative Literature from Beijing Normal
University in 1999 and her Ph.D. in East Asian Languages and Civilizations from
Harvard University in 2006. She teaches modern Chinese literature at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor (liangluo@umich.edu).
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India of the Gandhis
DIRECTED BY FABRICE HOSS

PRINCETON, NJ: FILMS FOR THE HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DVD, 52 MINUTES, COLOR, 2004

REVIEWED BY SUMIT GUHA

T his documentary seems to have originally been made for
French television and shot in 2004, shortly after the victory
of the Congress-led coalition in India’s general elections of

that year.
Its central theme is not easy to extract, but appears to be that

India is a Hindu land immersed in deep spiritual values such as
renunciation. Its great twentieth century leaders all achieved distinc-
tion by acts of renunciation. Mahatma Gandhi renounced a career as 
a barrister and lived an austere life; Jawaharlal Nehru renounced a
comfortable upper-middle class life to lead the independence 
movement. What his daughter Indira Gandhi renounced is unclear.
Her son, Rajiv Gandhi gave up a luxurious private life to become
Prime Minister. His widow Sonia Gandhi followed him on 
the national stage—her renunciation of the post of Prime Minister 
in favor of Manmohan Singh in 2004 shows her capacity for 
renunciation. Thus, these characters are knitted together by the theme
of renunciation and by association with the sacred site at Prayag 
near Allahabad where “his majesty the Ganges” (sic!!) meets 
the Yamuna. They have therefore been “inheritors of a dynasty.”
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